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It is hard to believe, but here we are staring at the end of another year. What a year it has been for
Pelican Players. After two years with no mainstage productions due to Covid, this year we were back
on track with our normal three mainstage shows.

“2 Across” was an absolutely fabulous show. We started the season with a small cast hoping that we
could perform the show with a smaller risk of the cast getting Covid. The only unfortunate thing was
that the audience sizes were not what we had hoped. The Director of the show, Jack Stevens, arranged
to have us take the show “on the road” and perform it at the new Valencia Del Sol. However, even at
Valencia Del Sol, the absolutely phenomenal performances of Carol MacAlister and Jack Parry were
still seen by very small audiences.

Then came “Kitchen Witches”. The cast size doubled from two to four and the audiences grew. Then
our worst nightmare happened, one of our cast members tested positive for Covid a couple of days
before curtain. The Director, Mary Anne Moseley stepped in, allowing the show to go on. Remember
the saying, the show must go on? Well, it did. It was a very good show that the audiences loved.
Those of us that know her were heartsick that Jennifer Meier was unable to perform after all of her
hard work, memorizing lines, blocking, etc.

Remember back in the Spring of 2020 when we were a couple weeks away from performing “Nana’s
Naughty Knickers”? Well, it was the Fall of 2022 before that finally happened. Nana’s Naughty
Knickers was performed to almost 1100 audience members. Personally, I have never been involved
with a show that had so many obstacles and questions as to whether it would be performed or not.

There were challenges that happened right up to the performance dates and actually, during the
performances. It is a testament to the determination and perseverance of many members of this almost
42-year-old organization that it finally took to the stage. (Continued on page 13)
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2022 A YEAR IN REVIEW - "IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES"
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THE PELICAN PLAYBILL
by James Williams
One purpose of THE PELICAN PLAYERS COMMUNITY THEATER is to provide opportunities for
dramatic expression. Did we meet this purpose in 2022? Let's explore the reasons why "IT WAS THE
BEST OF TIMES". It was the best of times because we are back at making ART again! It came in many
forms in 2022. We are proving our purpose. 

1st QUARTER - 2022 started with "Murder at Flontrachet Vineyard" LIVE and for RADIO in January. 
 The Cabaret Singers performed "Come to the Cabaret" for the AAUW and there was a Readers Theater
doubleheader including "My Favorite Husband" and "Ozzie and Harriet" in February. We recorded "The
Aldrich Family" in March. The Ides of March also delivered LIVE performances of "National Storyteller
Championship" and another "Murder at Flontrachet Vineyard". To top things off, March was our month to
celebrate our 40th anniversary. The gala was a well-organized and fun event. Hope that you didn't miss it!

2nd QUARTER - We brought Mainstage back in April with a small cast. "2 Across" was a beautiful
show. Getting back on stage never felt so good. May provided an additional opportunity to perform "2
Across". We traveled to a neighboring community and proved that our show was portable. We also had a
doubleheader Readers Theater in May. Both "Life of Riley" and "The Aldrich Family" made their way to
the stage. "Murder at Flontrachet Vineyard" came to life again in May. In June, our Readers Theater
presented "Cabin B-13" and "Happily Ever After".

3rd QUARTER - "Kitchen Witches"  swept onto the stage in July. In August & September, our Readers
Theater offerings were; "The Cure", "The Whistler-Urge to Kill", "Father Knows Best" and "The Twilight
Zone" respectively.

4th QUARTER - "Nana's Naughty Knickers" made its debut in October. Then in November  "Crimes of
Fashion" found its Murder Mystery crowd while The Cabaret Singers performed "Another Opening,
Another Show". Readers Theater ended its season with "Our Miss Brooks" and "The Ghosts Who Stole
Christmas". TWIG Theater also had performances as well.  As  for December, we will end the year with
another murder mystery dinner theater, "Murder at Flontrachet Vineyard" and another Cabaret Singers
performance.

We are proud of all the ONSTAGE and OFFSTAGE opportunities that we offered for dramatic expression
in 2022. Did we meet our purpose? You bet we did! It was the best of times. Here's to a great 2023!

DID YOU KNOW? The Pelican Players Community Theater partners with
GANNON UNIVERSITY, HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY RESOURCE CENTER and
SUN RADIO. There is UNITY in Community!
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During Pelican Players live theater performances whether plays, musicals, murder mysteries or readers
theater productions, there are many people who ensure smooth-running productions that typical
audiences will never see such as props crew, actor-assistants, make-up techs, lighting techs, sound
techs, sound-effects techs, curtain-pullers and stage-crew. The person who coordinates with all of these
volunteers is the stage manager who is also a volunteer.

The stage manager is responsible for the smooth running of a live show during performance and takes
over from the director and assistant-director after they have developed the show to the best of their
vision. Usually, this occurs a few days prior to opening night so the show can be run from curtain-open
to curtain-close several times so that opening night is a smooth operation.

Typical duties of a stage manager during the actual performance include communicating with props
crew, lighting techs, sound techs, sound effects techs and actor assistants such as dressers. All of these
backstage or offstage people communicate with each other through headphones. The stage manager
coordinates all of this by following the script word-for-word, page-by-page during each performance.

The stage manager will verify with props crew and actors that all props are in place and functional prior
to the beginning of a performance.

During the performance, the stage manager will call to the lighting tech person to flash house lights,
traditionally three times, to inform the audience that the performance is about to begin. The stage
manager will call house lights down, stage lights up at curtain opening, call for any special lighting cues
during performance, call stage lights down and house lights up at intermission and the same at the
performance's conclusion.

Also, during the performance, the stage manager will verify with other backstage crew that an actor is
in place; when the actor receives the cue to go on stage; or when an actor is ready for a lapel
microphone to go "hot", meaning turned back on. The stage manager may verify with a sound-effects
tech to be ready when any sound cues need to be "fired", meaning played at the correct time in the
script.

Stage manager is an exciting position. It can be different each performance especially when the actors  
 do something other than what is called for in the script. Then it can be VERY exciting for all of us!
That is why live theater is so much fun!

BEHIND THE SCENES OF A BACKSTAGE MANAGER
by Kevin Steinke
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“You can't fall if you don't climb. But there's no  joy in living your whole life on the ground”
   -Unknown
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CRIMES OF FASHION
by James Williams
"Crimes of Fashion" Murder Mystery Dinner Theater
made its debut on November 12th and 13th at St.
Andrew Presbyterian Church, Sun City Center.  Our
cast performed to two sold out shows with finesse.
There will be more shows coming soon!

A special thanks goes out to Rick Swenson, Dan
Meier, Paul Kendrick and Laurie Failing for their help
with sound, photography and backstage.

L-R Julie Ramsey, Lucy Malacos, Carol MacAlister,
Kevin Steinke, Jennifer Meier & Donna Fiore

CHRISTMAS GIVING
by James Williams
Pelican Players is donating a Christmas Tree and
Wreath for the 2nd Annual Celebration of the
Holidays with proceeds benefiting My Warrior
Place. This event is being held on December 12 in
the North Clubhouse.

This endeavor was lead by Alexis Swenson. She
had many helpers lending their talents. A special
thanks to: Terri Massimi, Barbara Streeter,
Carolann Olson, Laurie Failing, Carol MacAlister,
Judi Marx, Theresia Kesselring, Eleanore Rees and
Pam Cole.

"Elegant Coastal" was the theme. The name given 
 to the 4.5' tree is "A Pelican in Paradise". The
wreath is named "Under the Sea". 

You can bid on our tree and wreath. It is on display
through December 12 in the North Clubhouse
Hallway. 

Left - James on the
runway with a group
of audience members
from the Renaissance
Community.
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We just performed two TWIG shows for the
Calvary Lutheran Church in Ruskin on
Friday, Nov. 18th. It was family night and
we performed for both kids and adults, and
everyone had a great time. The people who
made the show come to life are as follows:

"Snow White and the Rockin' Dwarfs"
Susie Potratz - Director, Mirror and Doc 
Linda Stone - Stagehand and Sound
Carol MacAlister - Wicked Queen
Lucy Malacos - Narrator
Jimmy Sapia - Woodsman
Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia - Snow White
Sue Bernagozzi - Happy
Kathy Shea - Grumpy
Carolann Olson - Dopey

"Cinders Goes Disco"
Shirley Walker - Cindrella
Michele Whelan - Fairy Godmother
Lucy Malacos - Stepmother
Jennifer Meier - Stepsister
Susie Potratz - Stepsister
Guy Bailey - Prince Charming

" Theatre helps us to see a different perspective from our own."
   -Unknown
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TWIG THEATER IS BACK!
by Susie Potratz

L-R Susie Potratz, Jennifer Meier,
Lucy Malacos and a helper.

L-R Michele Whelan and Shirley
Walker

L-R Carolann Olson, Kathy Shea,
Sue Bernagozzi, Carol MacAlister
and Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia

Left - Lucy Malacos
and Guy Bailey
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“Theater is the art of looking at ourselves." 
   -Augusto Boal

The Cabaret Singers took to the stage of the KP Veterans Theater on Monday,
November 14. The group, under the direction of Ron Deitsch and Mary Anne
Moseley-Sapia, took to the stage performing a variety of numbers including:
"Another Opening, Another Show", "Under the Sea", "You Could Drive a
Person Crazy", "Turn Back Oh Man", "Ring Them Bells", "Seasons of Love",
"Matchmaker", "Happiness", "I'll Never be Jealous Again", "Together", "Cheek
to Cheek", "Diva's Lament" and "Love Changes Everything".

The cast included performances by: Ashley Lobo, Cyd Charrow, Dan Tackitt,
Donna Fiore, Kevin Goodenow, Lucy Malacos, Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia, 
 Paula Spangler Klein and Sandy Yosha.

The host for the evening was Jimmy Sapia and Ines Hertz was guest
accompanist. Keith and Carlyn Postle created a masterful sound environment.

The audience of nearly 200 patrons were truly entertained as they sprung to their
feet providing a standing ovation at the end of the show.  What a fun night!

ANOTHER OPENING, ANOTHER SHOW
by James Williams

www.pelicanplayersscc.org

BROTHER, SISTER TEAM TO DIRECT 
SAVANNAH SIPPING SOCIETY
by James Williams
We would like to announce that Kevin Steinke and Julie
Ramsey will be directing the spring mainstage show.
Savannah Sipping Society will run April 27-29, 2023. Kevin
and Julie bring several years of creative experience to the
stage. We wish them the very best! You will be hearing from
them as soon as they are organized and ready to begin.

2022 DONATIONS from Readers Theater (donation box), Murder Mystery
Dinner Theater, The Cabaret Singers and "In Memory of..." have generated
$5,224.95 so far this year. 
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by James Williams

“I found the theater and I found my home." 
   -Audra McDonald

HURRICAN IAN
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by Kevin Steinke
In responding to the needs of our community,
The Pelican Players Community Theater
recently donated $1,000.00 to the Disaster
Relief Fund at Manatee Community
Foundation.

Manatee Community Foundation is supporting
Hurricane Ian response efforts through a
partnership and a 1:1 match with the Bishop
Parker Foundation.

MEMBERSHIP
by James Williams
It's time to renew your membership. The cost is
still only $10.00. Simply print our application
from our website: www.pelicanplayersscc.org
and send it to us. 

With 2022 winding down, we are headed
toward an exciting new year where "The
Sky's the Limit". Is it time for you to
spread your wings and fly? If so, maybe
you will find your inner pelican and want
to help us out. We can always use helping
hands especially with sound, front of
house,  backstage and even technical stuff
like social media and web maintenance.
Our media team is always looking for help
as well or maybe you would like to write
for this newsletter. Think about it and let
us know where you would like to fit into
our pocket of pelicans!

2023 IS ALMOST HERE "THE SKY'S THE LIMIT"

The Pelican Players Community Theater is going to be offering a Makeup
Seminar on January 11 & 28, 2023. It is going to be presented by Julie
Ramsey. Email Julie at jramsey98@hotmail.com to sign up!

http://www.pelicanplayersscc.org/members
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Even though Tropical Storm Nicole played
havoc with our original plans to record our
2022 Christmas Radio Show, we weathered
the storm. In this case, plan #3 made its way
to post-production on November 26th just
two days after Thanksgiving. We recorded
"Dragnet - Big Little Jesus" from an episode
that aired on December 24th, 1953. The
premise: It's Christmas Eve when Father
Rojas, played by Jeanne Naish, at the Old
Mission Plaza Church in Los Angeles
discovers the statue of the infant Jesus is
stolen. The statue's worth is only a few
dollars, but it is of great sentimental value
for the parish. Friday and Smith, played by
Sherry Siler and Dawna Efford, promise to
try to get it back before mass on Christmas
Day, but this means that they have less than
24 hours to catch the thief.

This all-female cast did their very best to
use their low voices to tell a wonderful
Christmas story not to be missed. It will air
on Sun Radio the last Friday of December.
Be sure to tune in!

Thanks to all these people who made the
recording possible: Jennifer Meier, Barbara
Boyle, Sherry Siler, Julie Ramsey, Dawna
Efford, Jeanne Naish, Jeanne Laffer,
Michele Whelan, Paul Kendrick, Laurie
Failing, Bob Dealmeida, Keith Postel,
Carlyn Postel, Cathy Stevens, Paul Fales,
Rick Swenson and Kevin Steinke.

DRAGNET RECORDED

www.pelicanplayersscc.org

by James Williams

L-R Jennifer Meier, Barbara Boyle, Sherry Siler, Julie
Ramsey, Carlyn Postel, Keith Postel, Cathy Stevens,
Paul Fales, Michele Whelan, Jeanne Laffer, Jeanne
Naish, Dawna Efford and Paul Kendrick. Not seen in
the photo Laurie Failing, Bob Dealmeida, Rick
Swenson, Kevin Steinke and James Williams

L-R Paul Fales, Keith Postel and Cathy Stevens (some
of the sound team.)

Laurie Failing (center) getting Barbara Boyle and
Jennifer Meier mic'd up and ready to record "Dragnet
- Big Little Jesus" in Dressing Room # 4.
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WHO'S WHO? 
SUSIE POTRATZ: Susie was born in Sheboygan, Wisconsin to a salesman dad and a
teacher (but mostly a stay at home) mom. She was an only child who had a happy childhood.
Her father was a jokester and her mother loved music and theater. Susie inherited both of
those traits and pretty much remembers any joke she hears. At 16, the family moved to Sioux
Falls, South Dakota.   In high school, she was heavily involved in theater. Piano lessons and
chorus were a beloved part of her life. After graduating from Lincoln High School in Sioux
Falls, she attended Business School in Minneapolis where her curriculum focused on the
travel industry. Her first job was as a secretary in a real estate office in Sioux falls.  She then
moved to Minneapolis doing secretarial work for Red Baron Airlines. This led to becoming a
Flight Attendant in 1970 for North Central Airlines which became Northwest and then Delta.
Susie met her beloved Roger at a party in 1970.  Roger was an airplane mechanic studying to
become a pilot which he did. They married in 1973 and became the parents of two children,
Matt and Angie. While raising a family, she continued working as a Flight Attendant. During
this time, she started taking dance classes along with her daughter and performed in
community theater starting in 1998 and continues doing that to this day. Susie and Roger
moved to Kings Point in 2009. They thought about moving to the Villages, but found this
community online and knew it was the retirement home for them. Susie joined Pelican
Players and auditioned for the shows “Camelot”, and A Taste of Broadway”. She was
hooked. Her love of music led to joining the Kings Point Chorus several years later. She
introduced the TWIG Childrens Theater to Pelican Players in 2011. It has become one of our
community outreach programs performing in schools, churches, and the library. She is a
Jazzmatazz alum and is currently enjoying and performing in Tap. Roger recently passed
away and Susie is thankful and blessed to have her many friends from Pelican Players, golf
and chorus to help her through this difficult time. She is looking forward to an upcoming
TWIG performance and the Follies where her love of music and comedy come together.

www.pelicanplayersscc.org

This column is about the people who make up
The Pelican Players Community Theater.

by Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia

TWIG THEATER is another way we give back to our community. Our adult
cast rehearses and travels to elementary schools, churches and libraries
to perform for children. The plays we select contain valuable life lessons.
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WHO'S WHO? 
MICHELE WHELAN: Born in Abbington, Pennsylvania, Michele spent her happy childhood
with her two siblings, a brother and a sister. Her father owned an appliance repair shop and met her
mom at a club where she was a singer. After they married, her mom became a housewife who
stayed at home until all the kids were in school, then worked part time at Sears. Michele says her
mom originally wanted to be in show biz and was always the life of the party. This is a trait that
Michele has inherited. 

After graduating from Bishop McDermott High School, Michele worked as an administrative
assistant for a construction company. She married her childhood sweetheart in 1975. He was an MP
in the Army and they moved to different states including Virginia (where her first son was born),
Hawaii, and back to Pennsylvania where she had her second son. During this time Michele worked
as an administrative assistant, hotel receptionist, dental assistant and in real estate. When her
husband retired; they opened a golf shop together for 10 years. They divorced after 22 years, but
Michele continued to work in real estate for over 20 years and got her real estate license. The
company she worked for was bought out and she was laid off. She then worked as a home stager
and party planner which she absolutely loved. She met her current husband, Dave, a professor of
Criminal Justice, at a dance in 2017 and they married in 2019. When Dave retired in 2021, they
decided to get out of the cold Northeast and consulted a realtor who found them a home in Kings
Point. Dave got a part time job at the University of Tampa in his chosen profession and Michele
discovered the Pelican Players Readers Theater, and was featured in: The Aldrich Family”, but she's
more interested in props and set decorating. She got the creative gene from her mom and made
costumes for every holiday and for her local theater group back in Pennsylvania. She never wanted
to be on stage when she was young. Now she loves being involved, but doesn't really want to
memorize lines. She recently appeared as Roberta, in “Kitchen Witches” where she only had one
line. But her antics and expressions while on stage are quite memorable. Her next role will be in our
Radio Theater presentation of “Dragnet” (where she gets to read her lines). 
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This column is about the people who make up
The Pelican Players Community Theater.

by Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia

READERS THEATER is complimentary for the entire community. For
those who love to read aloud or be read to, Readers Theater offers a
safe and unique environment.
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A play only lives when those
Who act forget themselves

And breathe as another for awhile
 

What fun to escape into another's being
And travel far and wide

 Behind the curtains veil.
 

When the music begins and the lights dim,
The safety of the curtain is

Suddenly pulled away.
 

You feel the deep pit of your inner-being.
You open your eyes and begin to soar into
The illusion of another time and place and

Into the safety of another's world

www.pelicanplayersscc.org

THE TEMPEST 1993
by Susan E. Mulholland

 

Submit your original poetry to Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia.
Email: triplelady@aol.com
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AT THE THEATER
by Mary Anne Moseley- Sapia
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THE PRESIDENT'S SPOTLIGHT

UPCOMING MURDER MYSTERY
by James Williams
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We truly hope that our 2023 season of “Savannah Sipping Society”, “Drinking Habits” and “A Facility for Living”, go
smoothly and without challenges.

There was a very positive occurrence that happened during the Summer and Fall shows this year. Because of the
disappointing audience sizes for “2 Across”, we started asking our audience members to do us a favor. We asked them to
please tell their friends and neighbors to come to one of the remaining performances. We began this during Kitchen Witches,
and we started experiencing very good sales at the door. We continued doing this during Nana’s Naughty Knickers,
culminating with them selling 40 seats at the door for the final performance. We believe that directly relates to audience
members contacting friends and neighbors to come see our fantastic show.

At our first annual meeting of 2023, which will be in February (date TBD), we will be filling one vacancy on the Board. In
addition, two members, Mary Anne Moseley-Sapia and Rick Swenson will be up for reelection. If you are interested in
running for any of the positions, please send an email to pelicanplayers.rep@gmail.com informing us of your intent. 

We thank all of you for being Pelican Players members and for all of your help and support.

Our wish to you is to have a happy, healthy, holiday season and 2023.

Rick Swenson for the Pelican Players Board of Directors.

by Rick Swenson (continued from page 1)

If you are interested in attending one of our murder
mysteries, "Murder at Flontrachet" will be presented
in conjunction with the AAUW (American
Association of University Women) on February 5th at
Sun City's Community Hall. Ticket information is
located on the flyer to the right.

There will be future performances of "Crimes of
Fashion" in the near future. We will keep you
advised through Pelican Players email.

mailto:pelicanplayers.rep@gmail.com
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TWO SHOWS
COMING BACK!

RETURNING TO THE STAGE
by James Williams

 

We will be working with the Hillsborough County Sheriff's
Department lead by Deputy Jeff Merry to bring back "Fool Me
Once" and "The Speeding Ticket". These shows will make
their way to the Wellspring Church stage in February 2023 with
dates to be announced. 
 
Carlyn Postel and Donna Fiore will be directing and working
with the actors to bring them up to speed on their parts.

"Fool Me Once" has undergone script changes at the request of
Deputy Merry to make it more time and place appropriate. A
special thanks goes out to members; Carol MacAlister and
Rhonda Jinks for their help. This script focuses on scams. It
presents awareness to shysters who are out there trying to take
advantage of our community.

These shows will be videoed with the church's state-of-the-art
recording equipment so that Deputy Merry can use it for future
training programs and share throughout the community.

Do you have an idea for a newsletter story? Let us know. 
Email: pelicanplayersscc@gmail.com


